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This presentation is provided by Mustagh Resources Ltd. to select clients of our 
choosing.  We request that this presentation should not be distributed without the 
express written permission of Mustagh.  For permission to distribute, please send an 
email to ncooper@mustagh.com or yajaira@mustagh.com and specify with whom 
you would like to share this information.  We will respond as soon as possible.
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Let’s start with a simple review of what we mean by a Mid-Point.
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The fold plot indicates that the bin highlighted in the red box is 20 fold.  

This means that there are 20 source-receiver pairs whose mid-points fall within this 
bin.
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The white arrows show the down-going and up-going waves leaving one source and 
arriving at one receiver.  

The geometric mid-point of this source receiver pair falls at the center of the high-
lighted bin.  The Mid-Point is an index for this trace whose coordinates are the 

geometric average of the source and receiver surface coordinates.
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Now there are two sets of arrows showing two source-receiver pairs whose mid-
points are coincident at the center of the high-lighted bin.
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Here are eight of the 20 source-receiver pairs whose mid-points fall within the high-
lighted bin.

Note that all eight midpoints fall exactly at the same location within the center of 
the bin.  This type of survey is called “Mid-Point Focused”
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Here are eight of the 20 source-receiver pairs whose mid-points fall within the high-
lighted bin using a “Triple Stagger” design.

Note that all mid-points fall in different locations within the bin and that offsets and 
azimuths are a bit more diverse.
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Forced midpoint scatter can be easily produced by relative shifts of point positions 
along adjacent lines of sources or receivers.  

For a triple stagger that produces 9 midpoint centers per bin (3 x 3), the relative 
shift from line to line should be 1/3 of an interval.  

We usually ensure that no intersections produce coincident sources and receivers by 
using relative point shifts of 1/6, 3/6 and 5/6 of a source or receiver interval. 
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This, in effect, produces three interleaved grids that together produce the desired 
midpoint scatter.  

We have observed many advantages to midpoint scatter.  The greatest advantage 
that will be described in terms of improved spatial sampling of pre-stack migration 

operators.
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Some people have stated that mid-point scatter is bad for data because it causes 
“smearing” of reflection points within a CDP gather.  It is important NOT to 
confuse geometric mid-points with theoretical reflection points.
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Many people confuse the geometric MID-POINT with the physical REFLECTION 
POINT
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But Mid-Points are only coincident with Reflection Points if the source and receiver 
are at the same elevation, 

AND the reflector is flat, AND the intervening material is homogeneous in all 
acoustic properties,

AND, the material is isotropic, AND ????
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When the source and receiver are not at the same elevation, the reflection point is 
NOT vertically below the surface midpoint.
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Midpoint calculations can include elevations.  However, the midpoint coordinate 
then becomes a function of reflector depth.
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Midpoint calculations can include elevations.  However, the midpoint coordinate 
then becomes a function of reflector depth.

For shallow reflections, the reflection point moves closer to the lower element.
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This survey has some elevation changes across its area.  The south-east is relatively 
flat while the north-east is moderately rugged.
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We normally calculate mid-point locations as simple averages of X and Y 
coordinates for the contributing source-receiver pair.  

In areas of homogeneous and isotropic materials and flat reflectors, this coincides 
with the reflection point only for very deep reflection points.
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For medium-depth reflectors, we begin to see a scattering of reflection points due 
only to minor elevation changes between sources and receivers.
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For shallow reflectors, we see more scattering of reflection points due only to minor 
elevation changes between sources and receivers.
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Even where there are more substantial elevation changes, the theoretical mid-point 
or very deep reflections are focused.
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For medium-depth reflectors, we see noticeably more scattering of reflection points 
due only to more significant elevation changes between sources and receivers 

within our active patch dimension.
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For shallow reflectors in rugged areas, we see considerable scattering of reflection 
points. 

The scattering is severe enough to send some reflection points into adjacent bins 
and the apparent statistics of the survey have changed.

Note that the statistical distribution is more diverse now.
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Simple Ray-Trace models of very simple geologic situations demonstrate that 
geometric midpoints and theoretical reflection points can easily be separated by 80 

meters or more (several bins of a normal 3-D program).
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Bill Goodway once experimented with a survey that had minor mid-point scatter 
such as the example above.
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Bill then re-binned the same data and compared the stack of this bin grid to the 
stack of the previous bin grid.  He claimed that this binning simulated Maximum 

Mid-Point Scatter.  He observed that the stack quality of this configuration was not 
as good as the more “focused” configuration in the previous slide.  Bill never 

presented this study in public for peer review.
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We feel this is a poor experiment.  First, this configuration is NOT well scattered as 
the spatial sampling of the clusters of midpoints is still sparse.  Second, the 

statistical mixtures of fold, offsets and azimuths are unstable from bin to bin.  Third, 
we do not believe that the CDP gathers had correlation TRIM statics re-applied in 

the re-gathered data set.  Fourth, neither data set was ever migrated, and at this time 
Pre-Stack migration was not an option.

Scattering of mid-points is NOT necessarily equivalent to scattering of reflection 
points !!
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Andreas Cordsen and others (including Mustagh in years long past) have promoted 
the idea of re-binning data in non-natural bins.  A Natural Subsurface Bin is one half 
a surface receiver interval by one half a surface source interval.  It is used by most 

processors when gathering CDP gathers for stacking and post-stack migration.  With 
Mid-Point scatter, other options are available.
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Let’s use a simple model with Natural bins of 30 m x 30 m.  In a Mid-Point Focused 
design we have collections of traces sampled every 30 m x 30 m. 
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In a Mid-Point Scattered design we have collections of traces sampled every 10 m x 
10 m (in this case, 2 traces per mid-point, 18 fold per bin)
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If our stacked data is poor and we wish to increase fold, we can easily collect the 
same data in non-natural bins of 40 m x 40 m and increase the stack fold from 18 to 

32.
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If the data is very good, and we desire improved post-stack spatial resolution, we 
can gather and stack the data in 20 m x 20 m bins, although the stack fold will drop 

to 8 traces per bin.
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If our geology is dominantly 2-dimensional (roll-overs along thrust faults for 
example), then we can gather our data in asymmetric bins.
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The wide-spread promotion of the concept of flexible binning during the 1990’s led 
to many mis-understandings and mis-conceptions about the benefits of mid-point 

scatter.  
Many of these mis-conceptions prevail today.
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Do we ever have Mid-Point Focused surveys in reality?  What happens when 
designs become perturbed during implementation?
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Here is a Regular Orthogonal design (mid-point focused) showing a fairly regular 
area (red square) and an area where sources and receivers have been moved 

(perturbed – green square).

Notice that regular fold patterns (and patterns of other more important statistics) are 
disrupted by perturbation.
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Here is a Triple Staggered design (mid-point scattered) showing a fairly regular area 
(red square) and an area where sources and receivers have been moved (perturbed –

green square).

Notice that regular fold patterns (and patterns of other more important statistics) are 
disrupted by perturbation.
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A detail of the un-perturbed area of the regular orthogonal 3D shows the mid-point 
focused nature of the design.
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A detail of the un-perturbed area of the triple staggered 3D shows the mid-point 
scattering.
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A detail of the perturbed area of the regular orthogonal 3D shows that mid-points 
are no longer focused in this area.  Typical perturbations produce mid-point scatter.
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A detail of the perturbed area of the triple staggered 3D shows the mid-point 
scattering is further enhanced by perturbation.

The regular pattern of mid-points is disrupted (possibly a problem for the flexible 
binning concept), but this is actually desirable for most of our identified advantages 

of scattering.
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Planned mid-point scatter in a design ensures that no local area in a survey has 
substantially different mid-point scatter than other areas.
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Introducing mid-point scatter creates greater diversity in offsets and azimuths 
within each CDP gather.
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Statistical distributions are very important to the noise-cancellation qualities of a 
3D.  This diagram shows the offset distributions obtained by a typical regular 
orthogonal model.  Notice that these patterns repeat from one box to the next in an 
un-perturbed survey. 

(Recall a “box” is the area enclosed by two adjacent receiver lines and two adjacent 
source lines.)  The “unit cell” for this model is one box and all statistics in one box 
will repeat in the adjacent boxes.
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Using a triple-staggered orthogonal design, the statistical distributions become more 
diverse.  Notice that the patterns above will only re-occur every 3 x 3 boxes.  
Geometrically, the “unit cell” is nine times larger than in a regular orthogonal and 
therefore the statistics are that much more diverse.  This results in better sampling 
of offset-dependent noise such as direct waves, refractions, ground roll,  and air 
blast.  But more importantly, offset dependent noise also includes reverberations, 
shear-converted surface waves and short-wavelength, chaotically scattered waves.  
These are very common sources of noise in many seismic environments and the 
triple-staggered model provides superior sampling of short-wavelength noise due to 
its enhanced statistical diversity.
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We also use Mustagh’s “Data Simulation” to illustrate additional advantages.  From the 
model, we determine which offsets belong in a particular bin.  We identify traces of these 
offsets in the reference trace gather.  By averaging those only those traces, we produce a 

simulated stacked trace for that bin.  In this manner, we simulate unique stacked traces for 
each and every bin in the model.  Since we use the same reference trace set for all 

simulations, then the simulated data volume contains no geology.  Trace-to-trace differences 
will reflect the geometric imprint expected from our model.  
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One of the most powerful diagnostics of a survey is to examine time slices from the 
simulated data volume near zones of interest.  The amplitude of our zone of interest in each 

bin should be the same since there are no geologic changes in the simulation.  Amplitude 
variations are a result of bin-to-bin heterogeneity.  A histogram showing the distribution of 

bins reflecting each amplitude should resemble a normal Gaussian distribution.  The 
standard deviation of this distribution is a good indicator of the ability of the 3D model to 

reliably predict the reflectivity of our various geologic events.  Mustagh has conducted 
many studies using data simulation on a variety of models and has found the “Triple 
Stagger” model to consistently give a more stable response than other models tested. 
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As a side-note:  We have found that a well-designed “Triple Stagger” orthogonal is 
consistently better than all other tested models of comparable parameters.  The second best 

design is usually the 26-degree diagonal.
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Triple stagger, in effect, produces three interleaved grids that together produce the 
desired midpoint scatter.  

We have observed many advantages to midpoint scatter.  One advantage of this 
comes in sub-sampling due to arrays.
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Another advantage is that we can use short source and receiver arrays on the surface 
(1/3 of a group interval) and still retain subsurface continuous sub-sampling through 

the use of arrays.
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Consider a single trace of a 3-D data volume and all other traces in the volume are 
dead.  If we migrate this volume we will produce a migration “swing operator” or 
“migration impulse response” for a single trace.  This is shown in the next slide.
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Normally, anti-aliasing of the operator would suppress the far-offset upper limbs 
(the “arms” of this “paper doll” shape).  It is not wise to allow the migration to 
spatially alias data at slow apparent velocities and high frequencies (ie at apparent 
wavelengths small compared to the trace sampling).  For post-stack migration, the 
trace spacing is the stacked trace interval (normally the natural bins).  This is also 
true for Pre-Stack migration of data with focused mid-points.  However, mid-point 
scatter via the triple stagger method yields traces with greater diversity of 
geographic indexes (ie smaller delta-x and delta-y).  Therefore, by decreasing delta-
x, each migration operator is better sampled in space, and this allows for migration 
of steeper dips and/or higher frequencies.  
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This is a detailed display from the red box in the previous display.  We determine 
reflection continuity by following one peak from trace to trace, in each case 

“connecting” to the nearest peak in time on the adjacent trace.
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The aliasing point is the point where dip increases such that a peak on one trace is 
exactly opposite a trough on the next trace.  At this point, there are two peaks on the 
adjacent trace that are equally close to the peak on the trace we are connecting 
from.  This dilemma presents alternative interpretations of two very different dips.  
It is very important NOT to include such aliased data in the migration operator.
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For any data set, the apparent dips and frequencies will define an aliasing limit 
beyond which we should truncate our migration operator.
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For this data set, we have drawn the Anti-Alias limit on the migration operator.  To 
the left, data will be correctly migrated.  To the right, erroneous dips will be 
migrated.
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This is the same data set as the previous slide, but sampled with twice as many 
traces.  That is, the trace spacing has been reduced to one half of that in the previous 
slide.  Notice that we are able to successfully migrate higher frequencies to stronger 
dips.  
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Here is the full operator, sparsely sampled, showing an approximate Anti-Alias 
limiting function (brown lines).
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Here is the same operator, but sampled with a smaller trace spacing.  Notice how 
the anti alias limit embraces higher frequencies migrated to stronger dips. 

The Nyquist equation for apparent wavelengths demonstrates the same concepts 
mathematically.
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Now imagine a time slice of a full 3D operator.  The full time slice might look like 
the following diagram.
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Appreciate that migration can be regarded as the weighted sum of all points within a 
“Migration Operator”  The weighting function has a spatial wavelength related to the 

bandwidth of the data and the apparent dips.  
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This migration operator has an aperture (radius) of about 480 meters, corresponding 
to a very shallow reflector.  The model is a normal orthogonal with no forced 
midpoint scatter.  Note that we have traces represented by mid-point indexes 
separated by the natural bin size.  Notice that some of the shorter apparent 
wavelengths (resulting from migration of higher frequencies) are sampled by less 
than two traces per wavelength.  This represents an aliased part of the operator and 
it will not be included in the migration.  
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This model is a tiple-staggered orthogonal with a 3x3 forced midpoint scatter.  This 
provides the opportunity for sub-binning at the time of pre-stack migration and 

therefore better spatial sampling of the migration operator.  Notice the improved 
sampling of peaks and troughs such that there is always more than two samples per 

wavelength.  Higher frequencies and steeper dips will be preserved.
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The area on the right is a SAGD project where two pairs of horizontal wells have 
intersected the plane of section perpendicular to the plane presented.  The heat from 
these SAGD pairs causes an apparent thickening in time of the reservoir (indicated 
by the right arrow) due to a slowing of velocity in heated sandstone reservoirs.  In 
this in-line display, the final output trace spacing of the PSTM operator was set to 
12 meters.   This is equal to the natural bin size for the survey and is consistent with 
the results expected from a post-stack migration of data stacked in natural bins.  Just 
to the left of the right-hand arrow, we expect a change in temperature (and interval 
velocity) that occurs over a distance of a few meters.  Note the rate of change in this 
12-meter output of PSTM.
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This is the same input data but with a PSTM output spacing of 2/3 natural bins (8 
meters in this in-line section).  Note the increase of real resolution on the edge of 
the steam chamber.
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This is the same input data but with a PSTM output spacing of 1/3 natural bins (4 
meters in this in-line section).  Note the lack of increase of real resolution on the 
edge of the steam chamber.  This looks more like the added traces are just 
interpolations of the traces in the previous slide.  The theoretical limit of spatial 
resolution for this data is λ/2 = V / 2F .  For this area, V = 2200 m/s and Fmax is 
about 160 Hz, so V / 2F  is about 7 meters.  This explains why we fail to see any 
real increase in resolution when we create migrated traces at 4 meters outputs.  In 
other areas (with better surface conditions), we are able to recover up to 240 Hz and 
then we see real increased resolution when migrating to 4-meter output bins.  
However, we have not seen the same results when starting with natural bins of 12 
meters where the design does not provide mid-point scattering.
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This is another example for a more recent data set of the increased resolution 
through mid-point scatter and PSTM.  The in-line numbers are different (due to the 
revised output grid), but the lines are in the same physical location.  There are 
differences in amplitude scaling that the processor has not yet resolved.  But the 
difference in horizontal resolution and migrated frequency content is evident.  
Again, we have not seen the same results when non-scattered surveys are evaluated.  
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In this Keg-River reef test, an existing gas well (13-2) confirmed a lagoonal facies 
of an atoll reef buildup.  A well was drilled in an attempt to test the interpreted rim-
margin of the atoll.  Unfortunately the well was picked on an interpretation based 
on a PSTM of the data where the trace spacing was assumed to be the natural bin 
size.  It missed the face of the reef and encountered a partial build-up of the debris 
shield that lies over the platform (off reef) at the base of the reef rim.  The well was 
then whip-stocked to a location about 50 meters to the left of the “new location” 
and encountered a full reef-rim build up.  Unfortunately, due to poor hole 
conditions, the engineers were unable to get a good cement job behind casing and 
the well was abandoned (even though it had proven reservoir and production 
capability far in excess of the original well location).
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After the fact, the data volume was recognized as having been designed with 
intentional mid-point scatter and was re-migrated to a smaller bin size more 
commensurate with the anticipated potential lateral resolution (V/2F).  In this result 
(please disregard the interpreter’s pencil line near the top of the reef), it is clear that 
the reef rim is evidenced by the four traces with a strong trough just below 1100 ms 
and just to the left of the yellow line (the original location of the new well).  With 
this image, the correct location could have been selected some 50 meters to the left 
and, with a clean entry into the reef, it is likely the well could have been completed.  
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The wide-spread promotion of the concept of flexible binning during the 1990’s led 
to many mis-understandings and mis-conceptions about the benefits of mid-point 

scatter.  
Many of these mis-conceptions prevail today.
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The wide-spread promotion of the concept of flexible binning during the 1990’s led 
to many mis-understandings and mis-conceptions about the benefits of mid-point 

scatter.  
Many of these mis-conceptions prevail today.
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